Visit The Church Today.

The Blessed Sacrament will remain solemnly exposed all day to receive your visits of adoration. This is really a distinguished privilege you have, and it demands that you show proper appreciation. The following notes will be of especial interest to first-year men:

1. You should dress in cassock and surplice and spend your time of adoration in the sanctuary, close to the Blessed Sacrament. The cassock and surplice will be found in the sacristy, which is just beyond the west transept.

2. The Rosary Devotions will take place in the presence of the Blessed Sacrament at five o'clock. The Benediction that will be given at that time will be for those who made the Mission last week.

3. If you don't know what to do during your adoration period, pick up one of the little booklets you will find at the kneeling benches. They suggest various methods of spending the half-hour.

4. Offer your period of adoration for various intentions - your parents, your friends, the Poor Souls, Van Wallace and the others recommended to your prayers, the football team, and similar worthy causes. One intention in particular is recommended for remembrance in your adorations throughout the year: a chapel for perpetual adoration.

Life and Limb.

Disregard for life and limb is characteristic of the squirrel age of youth. Those who walk down the avenue at night, with cars coming and going, are guilty of it; several serious accidents have happened here as a result of this foolhardy practice - and there was even one death from it here. After you are hit is too late to change your ways. Hitch-hiking is another invitation to sudden death.

Faculty: Attention.

Kind-hearted members of the faculty who are afraid that they are overburdening their young charges with work are invited to make a little slumming expedition any afternoon along the following course; Start at the Palace of Sweats, go south one block to the bank, cross over Michigan St., and proceed north to Walgreens. If they find any of their charges among the strong supporters of the above-mentioned edifices, they are invited to reach the very logical conclusion that those men are not overburdened with academic duties.

The Papal Blessing.

The Papal Blessing, with which the Mission will conclude tomorrow morning, carries with it a plenary indulgence for those who have made the Mission. The reception of the Sacraments at least once during the Mission is a necessary condition to this indulgence.

Remember the Team Tomorrow.

A pious tradition at Notre Dame is the remembrance of the team in Holy Communion on the morning of every game. Most of the members of the squad have already started daily Communion; even those who have not done so will appreciate your prayers. We want no accidents to mar the season.

Prayers: A former schoolmate of several Cincinnati students, Bill Stacey, is desperately ill. Four special intentions. Walter Cahill's mother is quite ill.